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Let I'P be a generalized Orlicz sequence space generated by a modular p(x) =

L,'~() 'Pi(lt,I), X= (lJ, with s-convex functions 'Pi' O<s';; 1, and let K.,.i R+ --+ R+
for j = 0, 1, 2....• WE if', where til' is an abstract set of indices. Assuming certain
singularity assumptions on the nonlinear kernel K.,.} and setting T.,x = (( T.,x););':o'
with (T"X)i=L',_oK".,_/lt)) for x=(I;). convergence results: T.,x--+x in I'P are
obtained (both modular convergence and norm convergence), with respect to a
filter 9Jl of subsets of the set'll'. <' 1987 Academic Press. Inc,

In [I] a general approximation theorem in modular spaces was
obtained and applied to translation operators and linear integral operators
in generalized Orlicz spaces L'P of periodic functions as well as in
generalized Orlicz spaces ['P of sequences (see also [3, Sects. 5 and 7]). The
application in L'P was extended in [2] to some nonlinear integral
operators. The aim of this note is to obtain an extension of the result of
[I] to the case of approximation by some nonlinear operators in the
generalized Orlicz space ['P of sequences.

Let p be an s-convex modular in a real vector space X, 0 < s ~ I, i.e.,
O~p(x)~ 00, p(x»O for x#O, p(O)=O, p( -x)=p(x), and p(ax+by)~

a'p(x)+b'p(y) for a, b?:-O, a'+b'= 1. Let Xp= {XEX: p(ax)---+O as
a ---+ 0 + } be the modular space generated by p. Then Ilxll p = inf{u > 0:
p(x/u l

/
s

) ~ I} is an s-homogeneous F-norm in X p , and the convergence
Ilxn-xllp---+O as n---+oo is equivalent to the condition p(a(xn-x))---+O as
n ---+ 00 for every a> 0 and is denoted by X n ---+ x. Besides this convergence, a
modular convergence or p-convergence X n ---+p X is defined in X p by the
condition p(a(xn-x))---+O as n---+CIJ for some a>O depending on (x n ). If
if/' is an abstract set of indices and 9Jl is a filter of subsets of if/', then norm
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convergence X w ---+9Jl x and p-convergence X w ---+p,9Jl x with respect to the
filter Wl is defined analogously (for these definitions, see, e.g., [3, Sects. 1
and 5]), A special case of a modular space is obtained, taking as X the
space of all real sequences and defining p by the formula

00

p(x) = L qJi(ltil),
i= 1

where (qJ;)~o is a sequence of nonnegative, s-convex functions, i,e.,
qJi(au + bv) ~ a'qJi(u) + b'qJi(V), a, b ~ 0, as + b' = 1, with qJi(O) = 0, qJ;(u) > 0
for u > 0, qJi(U) i 00 as u i 00. The respective modular space I'P = XI' is called
the generalized Orlicz sequence space (see, e.g., [3, 7.2]). The sequence
(qJi)T:,o is called T+-bounded, if there exist constants k[,k2~1 and a
double-sequence (Bi,j) such that qJi+iu) ~ k[ qJ;(k2u) + Bi,j for u ~O, i, j= 0,
1,2, ... , where Bi,j ~ 0, [;i,O = 0, Bj = Lj~o Bi,j ---+ 0 as j ---+ 00, B = supj~O Bj < 00

(see [3,7,18]),
Let 9Jl be a filter of subsets of an abstract set 11' of indices and let

T,,: XI' ---+ X be a family of operators. The family T= (TW)WE ~ is called
Wl-bounded, if there are constants k I' k 2 > 0 and a map g: 11' ---+ R + =
[0, CXl) such that g(w) ---+ \J:Jl 0 and for every x, y E XI' there exists a set W
depending on c(x-y) such that p(c(Twx-Twy))~kIP(ck2(X-Y))+

g(w) for every WE Wand c> 0 (see [2, p. 456]). The following theorem was
proved in [2]:

THEOREM (T). Let T= (T,JwE;r' be Wl-bounded and let S be a subset of
elements x E XI' whose elements satisfy the condition Twx ---+ 9Jl X in XI" IfSis
p-dense in XI" then Twx ---+p,9Jl X for every x E XI" If S is dense in XI' with
respect to the s-homogeneous F-norm II II 1" then Twx ---+ 9Jl Xfor every x E XI"

Now, let for every WE 11', KW,j:R+---+R+ for j=0,1,2,..., and
K"AO)=O for all w and). For any sequence x=(tj)j=o we define

i

(Twx); = L Kw,i-j(ltjl)
;~o

and (1 )

We shall be interested in obtaining conditions on K = (Kw)j~o, WE 11',
under which Twx ---+p,\JJl X or Twx ---+9Jl X in the generalized Orlicz sequence
space I'P.

We shall call K a semiregular kernel, if the following conditions are
satisfied, where

L
_ IKw,i(u)-Kw,i(v)l.

w,i- sup I'
u#v lu-v

(1°) L(w) = (,,",00 L' ,)1;'''::: (J < 00L,=o W,l -....:::: ,

(2°) LwjL(w) ---+9Jl 0 for j= 1, 2, ..,.
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If, moreover, (l/c)K" ..o(c) -.+~Jll for every c>O, then K will be called a
singular kernel.

Let us remark that if Kw.j are linear, i.e., Kw)t) = K".jt, and singular in
the sense of [1, p. 109], then K is also a singular kernel in our sense.

THEOREM 1. If K is a semisingular kernel and the sequence rp = (rp;);X~ ()
of s-convex functions, °< s ~ 1, is r + -bounded, then the family of operators
T = (T,,).,. E # defined by (1 ) is 9R-bounded in the generalized Orlicz sequence
space I'P and T w : 1'P -.+ 1'P for every WE 1fI.

Proof Let c > °be arbitrary. Then for x = (t)j~o, Y = (s)j~o, we have

p(c( T"x ~ T wy)) ~ i~O rpi {Cito IKw.i_)tj ) - KW.i-)Sj)l}

~ f rpi (c ±LW,j Iti-j-S i-)).
,~() j~O

But, by s-convexity of rpi' we obtain

Hence

1 'x:. oc

p(c(T"x~ T wy)) ~ U(W)i~O i~i L~,jrpi(cL(w) It i- j - si_jl)

However, by r +-boundedness of rp = (rpJ~o, we have



Thus,

where
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1 UJ 1 UJ

g(w)--- " U' 10 - " L' 10- L'( ') L, w,j j- LS( ) L, w,j j'
w i~O w j~ 1
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because L l1 ,o = 0, by the assumption ei,o = O.
In order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that g( w) < 00 for

all w E 111 and g( w) -4 WI O.
Let us fix an I] > O. Then there exists an index r such that sup j > r ej < !I].

Then

1 r 1 UJ

O~g(w)=L'(W)i~l L~"h+L'(W)i~~+1 L~',jej

1 r 1
~ L\(w) i~l L~"je+ '21] < 00 for all WE 111.

Now, let us choose WE 9Jl so that

L " (11) lisU,} < "
L(w) 2er

Then there holds for WE W

for j = 1, 2, ..., r.

r I] 1
O~g(w)~e L -2 +-21]=1],

i~ 1 lOr

whence g(w) -4 WI O. Thus, we conclude the theorem.
Now, given a kernel K defined by (1) and a number c > 0, let us denote

x~,(c) = (0, 0, ... , 0, Kw,l(C), K"dc), ... ).
~

j + 1 times

(2)

Moreover, let us write ek= (5;,d~o with 6i,k= 1 for i=k, 6 i ,k=0 for i=l=k.
Then there holds the following
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LEMMA. II' x=col:'o+c,l:', + ... +cnl:'n and qJ, arl:' .I·-convex, 0<.1':::; I,
thl:'n for every h > °there holds the inequality

p(h2 liS(n+l) 'S(T"x-x))

'1 n

:::;~ L p(hX~.(Ci))+! L qJi(h IKw.o(c)-cll)· (3)
I~O i~O

Proof: It is easily seen that
;

(T",x-x),= L K'l.l j(l)-C,
i~O

n

= L K"i-l(cJ
i~O

for i:::; n,

for i> n.

Hence for any a> 0,

p(a(Twx-x))=I qJi{a It K"i_)C)-Cil}
,~o J~O

+i-t 1 qJ, {a ito K"i-k)}.

From s-convexity of qJ; we have

(

k ) 1 k
In. a." a· :::;-- " In .(a(k + 1) lis a ... )
'f'1 L.. 1·1 k + IL.. 'f'1 1.1

I~O J~O

(4)

(5)

for a i. j ~°and arbitrary k = 0, 1, 2, ....
Taking k=i, ai.j=Kwi-)cJ for O:::;j<i, ai,/=K".o(c,)-c; III (5), we

obtain after easy calculations,

n 1 f/

:::;~ L L 4Ji{21isa(n+l)ljsKW.i_ic)}
i~O I~j + I

n

+~ L 4Ji{2!/\a(n+ 1)1/1 IK".o(c,)-cil}, (6)
i=O

and taking k=n, ai.i =Kw.,-)c) in (5), we get

t qJi {aI K wi i(CJ}
{=11+ I 1=0
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Substituting (6) and (7) at the right-hand side of (4), we obtain after
writing b=2 1/'a(n+ 1)lj,:

p(b2- lj'(n+ 1) Ij'(Twx-x))

n-I n

:s;~ I I ({J,{bK".,,_)c)}
j~O'~j+l

/I

+ ~ I ({J,{ b IKw.o(cJ - e,I}
i~O

1 /I X

+--" " ({J,{bK"..i"j(C j)}n+ll... . L
/=0/=11+1

n x...

:s;~ I I ({Ji+,{bK,,)c;)}
j~O I~ 1

/I

+ ~ I ({J,{ b IK"..o(c,) - c,l },
i~O

thus getting the inequality (3).
The following conclusion is obtained from the lemma immediately:

THEOREM 2, Let ({Ji be .I-convex, O<s:S; 1, let (l/c)K"..o(c) ..... Wll for
every c > °and let p(bx;,.) ..... ~)I °for j = 0, 1,2, , and all b > 0. Let S be the
set oj" sequences oj" the form x = coco + C1C 1 + + c"e", Then Twx ..... ~)l X

for every xES.

Now, applying Theorems (T), 1, and 2 we get the following
approximation theorem:

THEOREM 3. Lct ({J, be T + -bounded and s-convcx, O<s:S; 1, and let K be
a singular kcrnel such that p(bx;,) ..... ~)l Ofor j = 0, 1, 2, ... , and for all b > 0,
Lct T = (T".L'E if be the family oj" operators given by (1). Then Twx ..... p,Wl x
FJr every x E l'p.

In order to obtain a stronger thesis Twx ..... ~lJl x, the following condition is
of importance:

(15 2 ) there exist positive numbers 15, K, and a sequence (aJ of non
negative numbers such that L.lf~o a, < 00 and the condition ({J,(u) < 15
implies ({J,(2u):S; K({J,(u) + a, for u ~ 0, i = 0, 1,2,....

It is known (see [3, 8.13 and 8.14]) that if (15 2 ) holds, then p-con
vergence in 1'fJ is equivalent to norm convergence. The same holds if we
replace usual convergence by convergence with respect to a filter. Therefore
the following holds:
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THEOREM 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 he satisfied and let
qJ = (qJ I) /~ () satis!."v the condition (()2)' Then T"x --> ~)l X j(ir every x EO I'P.
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